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GUIDELINES
PAT H A Memorize All of John 15.

Memorizing Scripture is a powerful way to focus on the words of Jesus. Accepting the challenge to
memorize John 15 will be well worth it. If you need to break apart the weeks more, that’s totally okay! This
is a guide to help you know where to begin, but it doesn’t have to be prescriptive. Perfection doesn’t need to
be the goal. You may get a few parts mixed up or say the wrong word. Keep working at it to get the words
stuck in your mind and heart.
PAT H B Memorize Key Verses in John 15.

If tackling all of chapter 15 seems too much right now, then try some of the key verses. This is a great way to
store some verses in your heart and mind. Try to do all of them!

					

		

PAT H A

			

PAT H B

W E E K 1 			 John 15:5 				

John 15:5

W E E K 2 				John

15:1-4				John 15:4

W E E K 3 				John

15:6-8				John 15:6-7

W E E K 4 				John

15:9-13				John 15:12-13

W E E K 5 				John

15:14-17			

John 15:15-16

W E E K 6 				John

15:18-27*			

John 15:18-19

*This is a long one. Split it up into two or three weeks if you need to.
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WAYS TO MEMORIZE SCRIPTURE
S TA R T S M A L L .

Begin with a verse or a phrase and say it over and over again. Once you can say it without looking, add
another verse or phrase. Keep adding short, manageable pieces until you can say the whole passage.
S E E I T.

Write it on a notecard that you always have with you. Whenever you are waiting in line, taking a short
break at work, or have a couple of minutes between things, get out the notecard and read over your verse.
Try to say parts without looking at your notecard. Use the notecard to check yourself. You can also put
verses around your house where you will see them often. The mirror in your bathroom, on the fridge, and
next to your coffee maker are some ideas.
R E M OV E WO R D S . Write out the whole passage then erase a few words. Try to “fill in the blanks.” As you

go, erase more words and phrases until you can say the whole passage. You can make a Word document and
add blanks in yourself. Print out copies and test yourself.
W R I T E I T. Get out a blank sheet of paper and practice writing the passage out. Copy the passage from

your Bible the first few times. Then, write parts from memory. Add more to it until you can write the whole
passage from memory.
D R AW I T. Make a picture or visual that reminds you of the passage. Doodle while reading the passage.

The more connections you can make between the words and something else, the easier it is to remember.
S I N G I T. You can be as creative as writing a song or making a little tune or rhythm to say the passage

with. You probably have lyrics stuck in your head from a song you don’t even like! Putting Scripture to
music helps it stick in our minds.
U S E A PP S A N D W E B S I T E S .

• Biblememory.com has you type the passage out first. Then, it takes away some of the words for you to
type again. Finally, it has you type the whole passage from memory. It’s also an app.
• Verses App has a variety of activities to help you memorize Scripture. The KJV is the only free Bible, so
you might prefer buying a different translation. It tracks your progress through “rings” to help you know
how well you’ve mastered a passage.
• Theverseproject.com uses music to help you memorize. They only have certain passages available, so you
may not always find what you are looking for. The passages they have are great ones to memorize.

